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Vol. LIV
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Varonne of Women's Liberation Proposes
Total Female Equality in Home,Business·
by PECi(;Y GRIFl'IN.
up to feel inferior to males. "Girls are
"We want to re-define the roies of told that they must be sweet, quiet,
masculinity and femininity." This is the good, passive, and stay clean. Boys are
purpose. of the Woman's Liberation told th:1t they can get dirty, be loud,
Movement as stated by Jennifer - and I .at they must not show
Varrone, guest lecturer of the SPEAK compa .ion. Boys are asked, 'Whart are
program.
you going to be when. you grow up'!'
Co-editor of the Independent Eye, Girls are asked, 'Who are you going to
Mrs. Varrone addressed a mixed marry when you grow up'!' If-girls get
a~dicncc on April g in the Terrace good grades, they aren't supposed to let
Room on "The Emerging Woman."
anyone know or they won't be able to
get dates. Girls arc supposed to
concentrate on being a wife and a
"Women arc exploited economic- mother."
ally, psychologically, and sexually,"
"I am not down-grading motherMrs. Varrone began.
hood," Mrs. Varrone continued. "I just
"Economically, we make up 40% of
the nation's workers; yet we are given
basically menial, clerical work. About
65% to 70% of all clerical work in this
country is done by women. And we are
paid less for doing the same job a man
does. Many women perform the same
tasks male
workers
do.
The
management just gives the women's
position a different title and pays them
less for the same type of work."

who would choose careers over the
rearing of children, there are also men
who would rather stay at home, care for
the children, and do housework rather
"than go to the office every day. "But
due to the pressures of our society, it is
not acceptable for these men to pursue
the traditional role of the woman.''.
"Women have been exploited
sexually for as long as most of us can
remember. And what is the constant
image of woman? On television she is
·usually portrayed as. stupid and
bumbling. If she is portrayed as smart,
she's just a smart woman doing
housework. And do you notice in the
commercials that it's always a man who
tells the woman how to run things in
the home. The home is the one area in
which women should be proficient!"

feel that women should have the equal
option to choose between being a wife
and mother, or a career woman without
being penalized for it due to her sex. It's
such a drag to have sex define our
"Why should one sex oppress the
roles."
other?" Mrs. Varrone questioned. "You
The University of Vienna professor
"To be man is to reach for the
The guest speaker stated that redefi- know, an analogy can be drawn other," ·began Dr. Viktor E. Frankl, feels that psychology has turned the
nition of the roles of masculinity and between this movement and the black M.D., Ph.D., the visiting Austrian pro- corner in attempting to understand
feminity is not just for the benefit of movement. Blacks and women have fessor, speaking to an overwhelming man. "Behaviorists have made the a
women. "This iS to aid the men in our historically been thought of as irrespon- crowd in the Field House last Tuesday priori assumption that all which
society, too. We are all a part of sible and too emotional. But we really
night. "And when man wills meaning in constitutes man can be found in the
Mrs. Varrone went on to state that. humanity. We should all b~ allowed to don't know if this is true because we've
·self-power and in self-pleasure, he analysis' of the animal; then they
due to the psychology behind the be what we want to be." She said that, never been raised ~qually. And we call
contradicts -liis fundamental drive for analyze the animal and say that here is
,
rearing of children, women are brought besides the fact that there are women this a democracy!"
·self-transcendence." The prominent the conclusive analysis of man."
...._
.
Mrs. Varrone proposed complete author was the closing lecturer in 1969- Modern psychology is learning, in Dr.
Frankl's opinion, that there is an
equality with men in the home and in 70.X.U. Forum series.
the business world. "If men are able to
Explicating his thesis that man's will irreducible core, a genuine conscience,
marry and also pursue careers, then for meaning is irreducible to a matter of from which man derives his will for
women should have the same option." appetites and instincts, Dr. Frankl meaning; the comparative analysis
She suggested that day-care centers be commented r>n the general atmosphere between animal and man fails at this
set up for children while the parents are of American attitude toward life, "Your crucial dimension.
Student Government's proposed for 6:30 p.m. The traditional mall working. "Many times the children are
Although not offering an opinion
new constitution soared through its last _decorating is slated for 6:00 a.m. April happier with other children their own country, in buying 900,000 copies of
one
book
(his
book:
Man's
Search
for
on
whether
or not this way of looking
step to ratification Thursday and Fri- 27.
age to play with," she commented. "It's Meaning) whose title is enough to at man sustains pyschology as a
day, passing the student referendum
Ballot; are counted after all signs better than staying home alone with
suggest there is help in finding meaning legitimate science, the -professor of
189-19.
This constitution
will .form the are removed an d th e campus c Ieared o f mother all day anyway."
.
.
in today's life, indicates its underlying psychiatry and neurology suggested a
basts for. the upcoming elections and .the usual trappings of the campaigns.
Mrs. Varrone felt that by an equal boredom it existential vacuum. ·definition · of conscience: "I see
next years student senate.
The- official posting of the results
sharing by husband and wife of all the Modern man has been able to live conscience to be the intuitive capacity
According to the new constitution .. should be on May 4.
responsibilities of marriage, a mutual without doing that which he must or available in man that makes it able for
sixteen senators, a Student Body PresiQuestions on the elections proce- respect ·would develop. "And isn't should; he is now able to do that which him to smell out the meanings hidden in
dent and Vice President, and class
dures should be directed to Sam respect the best basis on which to build he wishes. And thus the grave question: the situation which comprise his life."
· officers will be elected during the ballotWhat does he wish to do?"
And what is meaning'! "A person finds
a love relationship'!"
Sawaya, Elections Chairman.
ing on April 30 and May I. After the
the meaning in his own being - his
election, eight of the sixteen senators
answer is as unique as his life." Each
will f>e chosen by lot to fill terms which
man witnesses different events in a
expire in December. The other eight
• ·different manner; his synthesis and
will hold full terms.
interpretation will undoubtedly be
Popular recording artists The for nine years. Don Miller, 26. is also a
''_Dreams" is composed of six ~~un_g meaningless but to himself.
Class offices consist of president, Vogues will be presented in concernt baritone. Don studied music at Indiana mus1c1ans whose depth and vcrsallhty 1s
.
.
.
.
.
D1rcc~mg l11s attcnll_on t? cducatwn,
vice president, and two representatives. along with Dreams, an upcoming jass- State College. Hugh Geyer, 26, is the reflected in ihcir originality. Doug
The chief executive of each class is an rock group, on Friday, April 24, at the first tenor. Hugh gives the group that Lubahn, bass and vocals, was leader of the eminent psychiatrist noted,
ex officio !Jlember of the senate's Xavier University Fieldhouse high- "special reaching sound." Chuck Clear Light as well as bassit on many of "Educati~n should be_ direct~d t~ refine
Executive Council.
lighting 1970 Spring Weekend.
Blasko, 26, is the second tenor. Chuck the Doors' recordings. Jeff Kent. organ. the c_onsc'.en~e'. A soc1e.ty which 1s comis the curly-haired, smiling playboy of guitar, and vocals, teams with Lubahn poseil. of md1v1duals with an_ awt~rene~s
The electoral process begins April
The Vogues hail from Turtle Creek, the group. They have their own to compose the group's music. of the1~ own power t? deal with hfc will
14. On that date, petitions become
nea1 Pittsburgh, Pa. Bill Burkette, 26. is guitarist and own powerhouse Drummer Bill Cobham has played with be society well-equipped to confront
available.
the lead baritone. Tall, dark and drummer. They have been together for Miles Davis and Horace Silver and his the situations of life." The author of
handsome, Bill studied voice privately nine years.
powerful use of electrified drums sixteen b_ooks credits educatio~ with
Petitions must be turned in by 6:00
provides a. driving bottom. The horn t~e capacity to help man create his own
p.m., April 21. The constitutional exam
section of Barry Rodgers, trombone; hfe.
is held the same evening, at 7;30 p.m.
Mike Brccker, sax; and Randy Brecker.
Drawing on his experience in a conThe campaigns kick off on April 23
formcrly of the original BS&T. centration camp, Dr. Frankl perceives
following an elections meeting for all
'trumpet, is an extremely _fluid and the key meaning of the word 'responsicandidates. This meeting is scheduled
rhythmatic assemblage.
bility' to be response. "Our freedom is
The concert will start at 8:30. our ability to respond to the meanings
Tickets for Xavia students will be of life. Although engrossed in suffering
priced at $3.50 per person providing and persecution,-an individual who can
they buy a Saturday night ticket priced turn the agony into a meaning, who can
at $5.00 per couple. Tickets for Xavier thereby transform himself, is one who is
students, other college students. and genuinely happy. And there are those
J us( before Easter recess a collection
YFA members solely for the concert are who are successful by the more
was taken for Diane Powers of Trenton,
priced at $4.00 per person. General common standards of the world and
Ohio. Diane is 2Vi and dying ·of an
public is charged $4.50.
nevertheless unhappy at failing to
incurable disease affecting her nervous
. h f S .
W k d evoke meaning for Iris life."
aturd ay mg t o
prmg
ce en
S
system. Due to the high cost of keeping
lwill be the annual Moonlight Garden
Diane in the hospital the family is deep
Dance from 9:00-1 :00 at the Coney
in debt. Xavier students, as well as
:Island amusement park ballroom.
faculty and employees of Xavier, were

Frankl Leads -Search For Meaning

·consti•tuti·on Pa sses 189 -.19
In Time for New Elections

Vogue~

Perform April 24

-

A nyone Care?

XU Aids Fund
For Dying Girl

l

especially receptive to the project.
Student Council matched the contributions dollar for dollar, and is gi")'.ing the
sum to the Powers in memory of
,William Sproat, a Xavier grad who died
recently. Hum~le Oil Co. also made a
contribution through their college representative. The Powers have sent their
thanks to the. Xavier community, to
. Dave Miller who started and headed the
oroiect. and to Humble Oil.

..

~~~
·,-!.~~-~:..:

jThe Voaues wUI be presented In e~;~t ~n Friday, April 44, •• p•rt of Sprlna
Weekend.

.
Featured as the entertainers for the
:dance will be two popular local bands.
"Orion" and "Big Red & The
Comancheros". Tickets for the
Saturday affair arc priced at $5.00- per
couple. An added feature of Saturday
will be a special reduced-ride-ticket for
Muskies -·and their dates' enjoyment
which will be valid all day and evening.
Make -the spring scene - April 2425th!!

Applications
For Editor
Any student interested in applying
for editorship of either next year's
Athenacum or Yearbook must file an
application with Dr. Roger Fortin,
Chairman of the Puhlications Committee. Deadline for application is
April 24. Dr. Fortin's office is in
Schmidt H~ll (853-3544).
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XAVIER. UNIVERSITY; "CINCINNATI. OHIO; "WEDNESDAY. APRIL 16, 1970

Eberhard Takes Public Stand
'Theology and Politics: a Radical View'
Ed.

.\"ort•: Pri1111•cl ht•rt• is rht• rexr

·

sa 1vatton. Early Gnostic heresies. God. (I Jn. 4/8). A final quote from Thou is a glimpse through to the univenitles really have the answers to
••c/ hy Dr.
medieval
Albigensianis~.
and John is particularly insightful. "Herein Eternal Thou;" . . . "(I AND THOU, our mo5t pressing problems. The
f.hahurd.
u.u1.wu111
proft•ssor
o(
·
·
· seventeent h centurv J ansemsm
a II is love, not rlrar u·e lo1'f!<I Goel. but that .P· 75).
Vietnam War, racism, crime on the
·
·
1ht•ology, lust Su111rclar. April 11. ut
cu
b
d
th
th
I ..
..
sue m e 1o e 1emp 1a 1ton 1o see e he loved us, and sent his Son to be the
. .
·
.
In the light·of these considerations it streets, ·overpopulation, drug addiction,
11
0
111 1/
'." 70's program world onh· in negative terms and each propitiation for our sins. Beloved, if
''
inmun .
is also interesting to note the disarmament, foreign aid, poverty,
.~pon.wrt•d hr .\a1·it•r s S111de111s fiir a f h
·
have h a d pro foun d
. .
·
·
o t ese ·h eres1es
God so loved us, we ought also to love reinterpretation
which
Herbert prison reform are problems which are
Ch
·
·
h
h
Clm.mun Comm1111i11·. Thi' t•clitvrs of" ff 1
I
.
.
· .
· e ec s on
nsttan t oug t. n our one another." Note that John refuses to McCabe
gives
to
the
Ten so humanly complex that only a fool
1!11· :'<iews nms1elt•r tlus spel'l'h ro he ·
h
h
· ·
.
. ttmes we can say t at t e vast majority speak-of our loving God. Rather God
. .. . . .
Commandments.
This
English would claim • to have the perfect
.w s1gmf1<anr
rhar
11 should rece11·1• f Ch · ·
h"
k
h
d
d
.
,
o
nsttan t m ers ave a opte a loves us and we Jove one another. The
.·
solution. There is not doubt that much
rhe \' .
poss1h/e 1•.rpvs11re rv all postttve
· · attttu
· d e toward s t h e wor Id . y et logic itself is paradoxical here: We Dominican theologian claims that the
Ten Commandments have been or the polularlty shown to the issue of
ur · .ai·ier.
.
.
verv few would go so far as to equate would expect John to write. "If God so
ecology is precisely due to the fact that
\\eh.ave come together m 1_his two- social invol~ement with Christian life. loved us, we ought also to Jove God." seriously misunderstood in an
individualistic way. Their intent. he most or It can be -solved by mere
dav· conference
to
studv
what
It means Th
·
I
h
h
. .
·
ey argue quite cogent v t at t e Instead, however, he says "If God so
maintains, is primarily social. Thus the technology. It is like placing a man on
n ·
h' .
·
to be a Chnsttan leader for the 70's. I Ch · ·
feel sure that vou have heard about
~·~!tan . t e ts somet mg anterior to loved us, we ought to love one another." command to keep holy the Sabbath is the moon: the goal is clear; the problem
d · h"
.
pohllcal hfe. They reason that unless
Ch · ·
What can we conclude from this not given for the sake of worshipping at is largely a mechanical one and can be
nsttan 1ea ers 1P many umes over one already has a personal commitment
section? I think we can say that there the temple or for special prayers. solved mechanically. All that one needs
J"f
f
formed
for
\'Ourself
··
f
·
h
d
·
and . have probablv
h
· .
·
m att , an an aut enttc 1 e o prayer are enough central texts in the New
.
Rather the sabbath is there so that is motivation, time, and money. But
an image
ol what 11 means
• socta
· I action
·
·
1s
. .
. to .be a an d wors h"1p, ones
Testament 10 found at least a legitimate people will stop working for a day. It is humin problems are more difficult to
Chnsttan leader. The quesuon which I
h.
b
d
d"
Th
would like vou to consider now. no~ mg ut mere o-goo ism.
ey opinion that love or neighbor and love to keep men from becoming absorbed blueprint ~ause ·there are as many
.
·
.
. .
pomt out that Jesus spoke of not one
.. however. 1s 11·/rose image of a Chnsuan comman d ment b ut two. Th e f'1rst was. God are Inseparable: i.e., that it is in their own success story and forces variables as there are human beings
impossible to have one without the them to realize that there are more themselves. Pride, selnshness, fame,
leader have you adopted'? For many
Jove of God, and the second - love of
other, and moreover that the focus of important values in life than greed, hypocrisy and a drive for
nuns and priests a Christian leader is
neighbor - was only said to be like the
our attention should be on loving our productivity and profit: the world of l- pleasure make social-political problems
one who never commits sin. and thus bv
first. Moreover. they would demand to neighbor. John seems to say quite
good example becomes a moral leade;.
it. Likewise, the command to love one's infinitely complex and unpredictable.
know what value could be assigned to clearly that we love God by loving one
For many university alumni and
Father and Mother is not a command How then are we to know what to do?
prayer and worship, to faith and hope. another.
trustees a Christian leader is one who
addressed
to children. The very
The traditional way in which this
if it were only our social action that
enters the business establishment and
We will now renect brieny on the workding of the commandment speaks problem has been solved has been to
counted. Finally, they would say that if
makes enough money to become a
modern existentialism has sho>\'n us philosophical foundation of our of a reward of a long life for those who wait for the experts to tell us what to
financial leader. For a university
anything ii has demonstrated the position. We feel that there has been a follow it. It is a precept for adults that do. In the Catholic Church this has
!acuity, which thinks more in terms of
misconception
in they they take care of their parents who largely been transferred into a
importance of the individual. Paul fundamental
scholarship. a Christian leader is one
Tillich's theology focuses on individual Christian theology, particularly as it arc now old, burdensome, and an dependence upon Papal encyclicals and
who goes on to graduate school. gets
liability.
The
fifth on the statements of local bishops. The
alienation which cries out for a has been popularly preached and economic
his Ph.D. and becomes an intellectual
personal savior. Soren Kierkegaard is understood. This is the idea that God is commandment, against killing, fits this social encyclicals of Leo XIII and Pius
and cultural leader.
"in" because he emphasized freedom an objecr, and that we can know him same pattern since the Hebrew word XI on the rights of the working man
All of these concepts are good and from custom, social convention, group and love him as a distinct object. Our chosen is not the ordinary one for have certainly played an important role
every man ultimately has to decide for pressures in order that one may really great theologians have taught murder but a word which applies to all in our century. The leadership of some
even
by
accidental American bishops in' desegregating
himself which image or combination of give an individual. personal "yes" to otherwise. St. Augustine realized that killing,
images he will try to lh·e by. This, Christ. Kierkegaard even suggested that God was very much a part of his circumstance. According to McCabe their churches and 'schools even before
however, I would like you to consider ·a fitting epitath for his tombstone subjecriviry and spoke of Him as being "The commandment, then. says not the famous supreme court decision has
yet another kind of leadership which I would simply be "here lies the "intimior intimo meo" - closer to me merely that you must not actually likewise been impressive. We hope that
feel is both highly relennt and radically Individual." Rudolf Bultmann has that my I. St. Thomas Aquinas murder but that you must CARE that such leadership will continue and will
Christian. I am thinking of political demythologized the Christian kerygma explained in Q. 44 of the first part of his people get killed. You must not be . strengthen but at the same timc we have
leadership, and the thesis I shall trv to into a call for personal individual Summa that God is being itself and we iiidifferent to blood" (p. 121). The sixth begun to realize that we cannot sit on
de\·elop is THAT CHRISTIANin· decision. And Catholic theology only participate in God's being. All commandment not to commit adultery our hands waiting for it while our
AT ITS ROOTS IS SO CLOSELY continues to emphasize the primacy of beings a pa.rt, from. God do not have really means that we must respect the brothers are hungry, thirsty, unclothed.
CONNECTED
TO
SOCIAL- doctrine and sacraments for all, while their own being, bur· are beings by families of weaker men. It focuses on sick and imprisoned.
POLITICAL INVOLVEMENT THAT social-political issues are quite participation. Of course it is easier to the social consequences of illicit sex.
The Second Vatican Council has
IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO HAVE ONE arbitraril}; left up to one's individual imagine that I've got my being and God The seventh commandment against
stealing
is
close
to
the
sixth
since
the
given
us a lead here by teaching that
WITHOUT THE OTHER. I shall try "preferences, including the preference of has his and therefore I can deal with
.
individual Christians are given special
stealing
to
which
as
I
deal
with
other
objects.
But
it
is
primarily
God
to demonstrate that no matter how ignoring them altogether.
'
.
.
graces (charisma) wherebv thev c,·1n
Paul Tillich says that this is precisely a dd ressing itself is slavery. According
'
'
onhodox is your doctrine, how austere ·
discern "the signes of the times" and act
However. there is still a case for the
do
with
to
McCabe,
"It
has
nothing
to
where
theology,
and
particularly
your mortification, how intense your
primac.i· of social-political involvement
Catholic theology, has gone astray. property and its so-called rights. What accordingly. The emphasis is not on
prayer life, the real test of your
in Christianity. The New Testament
is not an object. He is not a being. 1·1 re fers to is stealing men. Taking away waiting for a command from an
God
Christianity is your social-political
itself offers several instances of it. Thus Rather he is the ground and abyss of all their freedom to enslave them." (p.
122 ) authority figure, but on recognizing
involvement. And conversely, the man
we are told in the Sermon on the being. There is no being without God as I · h
one's own concrete imperatt"ve and
1s
t
us
a
commandment
to
respect
t
who disbelieves all doctrines even to the
Mount that if we are about to worship
human
freedom.
In
McCabe's
following
it through.
its ground and abyss, and the only way
point of calling himself an atheist,
and then remember that we are still at we can know this ground and abyss is
The
·
Dutch theologian Edward
·
interpretation,
then,
the
rejecting God, mortification, and
emnity with another, we should leave
by knowing individual beings. (See commandments are "de-privitized" and Schillebeeck has pointed out that
prayer all in one blasphemous breath,
the place of worship and first straighten
Systemaric Theology,/, Pp. 235-241.)
the Old Testamenf at its very roots is theory always lags behind practice, and
buf nevertheless dedicates himself to
out our social relationship. (Mt. 5/23seen as primarily oriented to the social- if we wait for the full theoretical answer
bettering the social-political order 24.) Or again, we are told that not
If God then is not an object, how
him I would not hesitate to call a everyone who says "Lord, Lord" will can he be loved? As St, John wrote, he polit ica I context. (See Herbert before acting it may already be too late.
McCabe, Whar i.~ Ethics All About Many years from now historians will
Christian.
enter the Kingdom but he who actually can be loved by loving our brothers.
The talk is divided into three parts. does the will of the Father. And what What then is prayer and worship, faith (Washington: Corpus, 1969), pp. 118- try to piece together all the
122.)
complicating factors of the Vietnam
The first will try to lay a scriptural and description do we have of a man who and doctrine? They are symbols which
philosophical foundation for the thesis does the will of the Father? He is open express our hope and conviction that
We can sum up the first part of our war and will perhaps be able to say
that Christianity at its roots - radically to others, hungers and thirsts for our ground of being is not absurd and paper, therefore, by affirming that whether our country is just or unjust in
- is social-political. The second part justice, is merciful, pure in heart, a evil but loving and gracious and that it although it is not certain, there is the way we are fighting it. However, the
will renect 11pon some possible reasons peacemaker, and one who · bears has actually manifested its true nature nevertheless solid evidence based on time for action is now. And this is
why Christian leadership has not been persecution in the cause of justice. (Mt. to us in the self-giving life of Jesus as reputable scholarship that the Bible and frightening, since neither you nor I have
primarily political leadership, and we 5 / 3-10). Or again, in describing the the Christ. It is, moreonr, Jesus who philosophy both point to the fact that a total picture of what is going on and
shall make some suggestions on how to final criteria for a Christian, Matthew has shown us that man's fullest self- at !,ts very roots love of God and love of so our actions may turn out to be
remedy this. The third and last part of tells us that Christians are the ones who realization is his laying down his life for neighbor are identical. The real test of horribly wrong. What n.orms then are
this paper will deal brieny with the feed the hungry, give drink to the his brothers. A man is i11sofar as he one's Christianity is not doctrinal we to use in order to' be as certain as
concrete social-political issues facing us thirsty, shelter the homeless. clothe the gives himself away. But our liturgical orthodoxy nor prayer, nor worship of a possible that we will not cause more
and what theology might be able to say naked, ancl v1s1t the sick and and doctrinal expressions are God one cannot sec, but one's social- harm than good? Schillebeeck gives us
to them.
imprisoned
REGARDLESS OF meaningll'S~ unless we already Ion God political involvement in the life of man, the norm of the "contrast experience".
It is simply a Christian looking at a
whom we can see.
WHETHER THEY RECOGNIZE bylovingourbrotbers.
concrete situation and in the light of the
I. THE
BIBLICAL
AND THESE AS CHRISTIAN ACTS OR
Likewise, Karl Raimer teaches that
PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDATION
NOT. (Mt. 25/ 34 - 46 (.
God is present to each one of us but not II. THE PRACTICAL HINDRANC:E gospels and community liturgy he is
able to say .to himself "this should not
It seems to us that there are two
St. Paul teaches this same doctrine as an object, only as an objective. We
are
be". He experiences a deep contrast
Ch · ·
main reasons why Christianity has not when he writes "If you love your fellow have a dynamic orientation to God
known·nstftaonrs
not neces~a.rily between Christian ideals and the real
been equated with social-political men you have carried out your which establishes our very abilities to
their social act1v1sm. ·
.
·
k
hi"stor
h
d
s1tuat1on and he begins to wor
in\·olvement. The first is the traditional obligations," (Rom. 13/8) and he goes think and to be free. God is the horizon Throughout
·
·
.
y we ave ten ed to
a lessemng of that tension.
stress which Christian theology has on to say that all the laws are summed of all our actions, a horizon which be politically conser vat'tve. 1n our past towards
A
d'
S h'
.
f
ccor mg to c 11lebeeck this type o
placed on indi1•idual _safrarion. The up in ONE commandment "You must cannpt be attained directly but only we glory towards ou
presfent wfe are individual risk and involvement will
second is the realization that love your neighbor as younelf," (Rom. through our real involvement in the suspiciods • and 1·n the ;aace
o our uture ·
I ·
·
·
h
resu t. m a self-revelation that one as
Christianity as such has very little to 13/9) Paul's doctrine or the Mystical world. There· is for man no immediate we tremble. This 1 k 0 f 0 I'111.
!' cal __ really'
been living below his potential
say to the political order in terms of Body and his ecstatic praise or love In I union with God. Rather, man knows initiative and creati'v'tac.
1 Y 1s certam1y due
d h .
.
social pressures
concrete proposals. The first reason Cor. 13 can also be used In support or God only through his acceptance of in pan to the stress we h ave p 1ace d on anh' ht hat 1t khas been
h'
· su b-1eve J.
. w tc
ave ept im at this
the question of individual salvation the primacy or the social.
himself as a person who must give individual salvation B t
sulvevdent
wdere
this
For
Schillebeeck,·
then,
the
one real
theoretical
"difficulty.
i; the subject of this section.
Finally, the evalgelist John gives us himself to others. Hence it is by our
o e o ay and
.
·
h
. d
concrete norm is precisely t e
Christianity were re
dealings
with
other
persons
that
we.
One of the most often quoted texts one· of the clearest statements that
cog.mlze .. as instinctual judgment of the individual
primarily oriented
1o socia -po111Jcal h
r
. .
·
·
· h·
of the ."ew Testament has been that of Christianity is primarily social. John accept or reject our relationship to the
h
uman person bvmg h1stoncally m 1s
involvement we would
God
is
not
an
object
next
to
divine.
\ft. 16 26 and \-lk 8 36: "For what tells us that anyone who does not love
•
nevert e1ess
·
·
concrete society.
His contrast
remain politically froz
.
.
doe; it profit a man if he shall gain the his fellow man cannot love God. For other objects. Ile is the Eternal Thou
.en untt 1 we could
·
·
.
..
b"
solve the practical problem of the exdpen~nce ts on~ of what ought 10 e •
which
makes
every
individual
Thou
11 hole \I orld. and lose his own soul?"
how can a man love God whom he
an this leads.him vaguely but real 1y to
concrete imperative.
Although this particular text is really a canno t see, 1'f h e d oesn ,t 1ove h"1s b rot her possible and which can only be reached
a decisio"n of what I should do here and
through
our
"Thou"
to
others.
(See
1
mi;iranslation of the idea intended, it whom he does see. (I Jn. 4/20). He
~
1.s not enough to know that we as now. (See "The Magisterium and the
ne\·ertheless can stand for a series of moreover tells us that if we love one "The Unity of Love of God and Love of Christians must do something. We World of Politics", Concilium, 6, n. 4
hihlical statement; which seem to look another we know God, and if we don't Neighbor", Theology Digest, IS, n.2 must also know WHAT we are to do. (June, 1968)pp.16-17.)
upon tbc•.,.odd .;c,··a.·threat• ta.personal · love bne another then we .d!l~'.t. kqo,":· . Summer, 1967 - Pp. 87-93.) Or as And th_e d!fficulty here ls that neither
•. , ., , ,. , , , , ~anin Buber says, "Every particular
,
the Church nor the state nor the (Comi1iued on page J) · ·
·'' .. \ ,~'
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P111 Three

Choose the Right Man

Althouah this h deOnltely an they are kept powerfully under the
a declared supply of bio-chemical
In the near future a selection committee will evaluate the
lntuhlo1111l theory of Christian ethics I spell of a areal number of
weapons capable of destroying the
feel sure that Schlllebeeck would mechanical devices for the
entire world 14 times over, has nuclear
qualification of candidates. applying for' the office of ViceInclude In the concrete Imperative an enhancement . of
comfort,
weapons with hydrogen warheads (and
President of Student Affairs.
obliptlon to study the problem as convenience and pleasure (quoted by • now multiple hydrogen warheads) on
Fr. Ratterman recently discussed what he felt were necessary
much as ls reasonably possible. This ls Wes Barthelmes, "Pollution and the
land, sea, and air. When I look at this
not just a pure emotionalism which he Poor" COMMONWEAL, Feb.
as a Christian, all I can say is "This
qualifications for the position. First, the person .must have wide
is advocatlna but a decision which takes 20th, 1970, p. 550).
cannot go on!"
community endorsement. Second, . he must possess a basic
In the entire breadth of reason, will, and In other words, Americans will put up · Then
look at our social . philosophy of education~! development, and this must be
feelinp. Moreover, the strenath of with anything as long as they have their inequalities. One need only to look at
approved by a significant segment of the university. Third, the
one's leadmhlp will not only be "bread and circuses." However, this has _the statistical charts in the April 6th
candidate must have an understanding of student needs,
measured by one's personal conviction been true· of more countries than issu'e of Time to be reminded that your
particularly the psychology of the individual and group as they
but by the ability to express and America. Let us never forget that it was life span is seven years less in this
explain, to articulate one's conviction. the great silent majority which elected country· if you're non-white, that
are developing in our emerging and evolYing society forms.
And this In turn comes not . only and supported Adolf Hitler. And it was non'white maternal and infant
Finally, the person must have a concept of an academic
throu&h Involvement but also through this same great silent majority which mortality is double that of whites, that
community
which provides for~ sharing of individual and group
continual critical thouaht and study.
accepted his laws and his courts so that many of our largest trade unions are
or total community development.
responsibility
It is not by accident that the great everything which Hitler did was still not open to blacks, that blacks pay
prophets and leaders of our time were technically legal. Moreover, let us not more for comparable. housing and are
These basic qualifications must be met before any candidate
not only men who were unafraid to forget that these people· were "good four times more likely to live in
can be considered acceptable to the university. The committee
stand behind their own intuitions and people," "educated people," "Christian substandard housing. The statistics go
must not compromise in its selection because a certain candidate
risk being wrong, but they were also people," and that after the war they on and on giving a profile of a racist
men' of considerable education and realized and admitted that they really society, and whatever is Christian in me ·might have strong alumni, administration, or student support.
The fact that a candidate has past experience on Xavier's campus
powers · of ·self-expression. Martin didn't want what Hitler stood for. Their wells up and says "Somehow, some
Luther King had a doctorate in main problem was simply that they way, this has to stop and I have to help
is· definitely not of primary consideration when selecting a man
philosophy ·from an ivy league didn't question and challenge enough to it stop."
. for such a vital and influential position.
university, Mohandus Gandhi was a find out what they really wanted and . Th
I e d
b t Am r' n
T
d'd ,
h. . .
en
r a
a ou
e 1ca
'd •
The candidate should also have a formal educational
lawyer, Thomas Merton was a d I n t want.. hey I n t have .C risllan Fore1gn
. po1·icy. I see repor ted th at we
background
in psychology, sociology, and the humanities in
university p· rofessor and Malcolm X leaders
telling
them
of
their
deeper
.
6m
f
th
w
Id
lat1'
n
y
t
·
are 70 o
e or s popu o , e
.
.
was· self-educated to an extraordinary desire~, calling them to a freedo~ of control 34% of the world's wealth. In
order that he may be effective in resolving many of the problems
degree. (The story of Malcolm's following what they really felfwas right. our trade agreements, we support free
confronted in his job. Without all the above qualifications, no
And that is simply what we are all trade when it works to our advantage
education is a modern epic. It began by
candidate should be considered as worthy of the position of Vicewriting out an English dictionary page about. Does the great silent majority .in but practice protectionism when the
- W.F.B.
President of Student Affairs.
by page with a pencil and tablet and at this country really want all of our underdeveloped countries begin to
the beginning he was so slow that the nations policies, or do- they merely compete with our home industries.
first page took him an entire day. When support them because they are lazy, Thus James Weaver, writing in
he had completely copied the dictionary distracted, and passive? This was what Commonweal (April 4th, J969)
he began to read, and he read from ten Martin Luther King was all about. He estimates that since our textile quotas
at night until three or four every firmly believed that the American were imposed in 1960 we have deprived
Anything sensationai about the title is intended. But not
morning with only a corridor light people really didn't want the racist the underdeveloped nations of
intended
to arouse undue criticism of those who think
casting a glow in his prison cell. There system which ·they were supporting. approximately $850 million a year in
he studied the great classics of history, Tlierefore, King deliberately broke the foreign exchange earnings. Our oil
themselves believers; rather it is intended to evoke from that
philosophy, and literature anc! later on laws openly, lovingly and with a import quotas, set in 1957, have
same community open dialogue on the faith. For it is becoming
said "You will never catch me with a willingness to accept the penalties. In deprived the underdeveloped nations
that while the University community at large has the
free fifteen minutes in which I'm not lhis way he got us involved; we realized · approximately S1.5 billion per year. In apparent
impression
that there exists a special dimension to its education,
studying something I feel might be able that we didn't want these laws, and we foreign aid, the countries which receive .
viz., that of being an education among .believers, there is a
7he began changing them. Over and over ·the largest amounts of money from us
to help the black man" growing secularism which discards the explicit ramifications of
Autobiography of Malcolm X, p 179. ). again King claimed that he was not are those countries "whose principal
I would call all of these men great creating violence, hatred, prejudice. virtues have been either militant antian education enhanced with faith. What those ramifications are,
Christian leaders even though only two Rather he was only trying to expose the Communism or a location next to the
both in terms of the individual and the individual participating
of them would have accepted that title. violence, hatred, and prejudice .wh~ch Communist bloc." In other words our
in a college education, is the point of discussion.
But they were men of social-political was already there but from which foreign aid is political. In private
To the believer, then: what real, concrete difference do you
involvement, of the courage to follow Americans had distracted themselves investments; from 1950-1964 we
their intuitions, and men of a solid and because ofgread and circuses.
invested JO billion dollars and took
express as one who believes? I leave the object of your belief
ongoing education. Not only did they
Even thouah I am far from an back in profit $21 billion. In 1964-65
unstated; it could be God, or love, or faith, or the scriptures, or
see their salvation as privarily expert In all the Intricacies of our American investments earned 12% in
personal revelation, or whatever. But in answering, remember
something social but they also country's policies, I am aoln& to tell you Latin America, 23% in Africa, and 36%
your position; as a Catholic you hold that there is something
overcame the practical hindrance in •bout my "contrast experiences" as I in Asia. I look at this picture and do
very
essential about the life of Christ which liberates you from
choosing a concrete form of try ·to live out a Christian political not see justice, but colonialism, and I
involvement.
Involvement. These statements will be a'm forced to say that our tarrifs and
the meaning of death. Now, when you think that you have stated
simple ones. And since I myself am the systein' of foreign aid is anti-Christian.
exactly what that is, e.g., love of mankind, ask yourself how your
III. THE CHALLENGE TODAY
first to admit that I do not have all the
Finally, I look at our prisons - our
understanding of it differs from the understanding of one who
facts, my posl~ons are tentative. Quite system of penology There I do not see
does
not believe in God. Ask yourself how in confronting the
1
In the last part of this paper will be simply, until someone shows me rehabilitation cente~s; I see cages built
situations of life you would react differently than someone who
forced to speak a little more personally . enouah reasons to chanae here Is where to keep animals off our streets. I see a
h
bU
than in the previous two parts. I shall
believes in the love of mankind but not in your God. Ask
I st~nd and I stand ere pu c1Y•
society which doesn't want correction,
only vengence. The state of Michigan
begin by saying that I accept the theory
yourself
how, in acquiring a college education, you would
that Christianity is primarily _ at its
My first contrast experience is to
roots, radically _ a religion that is the situation in Vietnam. Not only is abolished the death penalty 121 years
proceed differently than someone who does not believe.
social-political. And secondly I accept that war undeclared by the Congress of ·ago and presently has a lower murder
To backtrack a little, look at the problem this way. Man
the theocy of theological institutionism the United States, not only is it costing rate than the capital punishment state
finds himself in the situation of living and knowing and loving
whereby one must risk taking a moral us two billion dollars a month which is of Ohio. Thirteen states have now
and eventually facing death. Now, there are many ways to
stand ev,en though he knows that he vitally needed both home and abroad, abolished the death penalty and five of
cannot be perfectly certain of his not only is it continuing to take about these have the lowest amounts of
explain death: you can· have your choice from reincarnation to
position. Once I have accepted these JOO American lives every single week homicide in the country. There are now
nothingness. As a Catholic you believe in the redemption which
two theories, my Christianity then with hundreds more wounded and 74 countries in the world which have
Christ
offered through his resurrection from the dead. But what
becomes a question of what political permanently disabled, but it has also abolished capital punishment, but not
stands I am going to take and I involve taken more than 700,000 Vietnamese us. I admit that I do not know very · is more grave, rnore immediate, is the explanation of living and
knowing and loving. What is the meaning of that? What is the alllives and continues to kill the people of much about our penal system. in this
myself in. My positions may not be North and South Vietnam at a rate of country, but what I do know revolts me
permeating
rule which discriminates actions within the life,
your positions. Everyone has to work
them out for himself. Yet it is helpful if more than l ,000 a week. I look at that as a Christian. This cannot go on.
knowledge, and love? If there is a discriminating factor, for
tyJie of human carnage and then I look
e know where each other stands.
instance the belief in a God who won't allow wanton sex, then is
w
·at the issues over which the war is CONCLUSION
it all-permeating? Does it service you in your actions at all times?
There is one position, however, that supposedly being fought and as a
as a ~hristian ~ ~annot tolerate', And Christian I cannot support it. My own . Karl Marx thought that religion
It seems that faith, if it assumes the position of
that 1s the pos1t1on of not taking a experience tells me "I cannot allow this was the opium of the people. He wrote,
meaningfulness
in your life, must explain the mystery ()f your
position: the position of skepticism, the to go on."
life.
It
seems
that
faith must answer to· you the aim and purpose
position · of non-involvement, the
Religion is the sign of the oppressed
My next "contrast experience" is to
position of social isolationism. Back in
of
your
presence.
Now, that message can be communicated in
creature, the sentiment of a heartless
1920, Suzanne Lafollette criticized our country's policy of "militarism." world, and the soul of a soulless
something
more
than
words. It might consist of a feeling. You
Ameriea for being engaged in a vast Our country spends 80 billion dollars a condition. It is the opium of the
is
an
intense uplifting and it escapes you in
could
say
that
it
9%
of
our
gross
year
on
"defense,"
experiment,
people. The abolition of religion as
national product, has the highest ratio
trying
to
capture
it
with
words. So be it. But the point of this
to prove that human belnp can live of soldiers to civilians of, any major the illustory happiness of men, is a
indictment is that such an answer is not adequate - not for you
dema'nd
for
thei~ real happiness.
a aenerally satisfactory life nation (15.7 per 1,000), has 3!1 million

Indictment of the Faithful

WITHOUT the exercise of the
reOectlve Intellect, WITHOUT
Ideals, and In a proper use of the
. word WITHOUT emotions, so Iona
as they see the prospect of a.
moderate well·belna, and so lcma as

men in ·uniform, supplies one out of
every nine jobs in America, spends an
estimated 4 billion dollars a year on the
CIA and other secret intelligence
organizations, has military bases and
troops in every corner of the globe, has

We love God by loving each other.
in the ACT of loving each other;
Christ is present to us in so far as we
are present to each other. We are
saved, not by the intensity of our
f.DITOR-IN-<."HlF.f · • · · · ·: · · • • · • • · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · ····William F. Barko private love for God, nor by
~NAG ING EDITOR · · · · · · · · · · · · · ... · · · · · · ...... • · · · · · · • · D;nis F. Walsh devotion to the sacraments or selfASSOCIATE Er>ITORS · · · · · · · · · ·
· Cireg Boehm, Gary Reed denial; we are saved by the degree to
SPORTS EDITOR · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·" · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·' .Ja'ik Murra)' which we create community in the
IAYOl.IT EOITOR · ...... · · .. · ...... ._ .. · · · "· .... ' ""' ... IJan Costc:l~o world." - New York: Sheed &
'c1RCl.'IATION MANA<:t'lt
. . . . . . . . ....... ~ ... ~. ~rt·~·ul Mg."':.u~hll~: Ward; 1965, p. 6.
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who is striving to educate yourself, not for others who are
equally attempting an understanding of their faith, and not,
most importantly, for those outside the formal community of
believers. Those outside want to try and understand and you
have to communicate something to them . . . :. . something which
will allow them· to gain an in-road, perhaps a clear insight, into
what faith really means to the believer. But the community of
believers is not doing enough of that dialoguing by which it can
intensify its own appreciation and at the same time indicate to
the non-believer, or the "troubled believer. what it means, how it
concretely differs, to a believer.
There is not a better place to initiate such a dialogue than in
the community's own publication. Our community certainly has
its believers.- It certainly has the theologians. What it certainly
needs is the published articulation by anyone who is so
.~.on~er~e~, with tJi~ ~e~niµgful-princip.le .that h~ wishes to share
' ' ' · 1t with others.
- . G.X.B.

I support Marx in his intent to abolish
that kind of religion. We need a radical
return to a Christia.nity which is sociopolitical. It is a Christianity described
by Adrian Cunningham and Terry
Eagleton in Slant Manifesto:
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Muskies· Win Thriller

jRumor False;
i Co11ny Stays

Stenger Stings Dayton With HR

I

coming home.
"It was a very bad call.'' said Xavier
J.\.-K >ff HR.\\. Sp""' t:d;Om
coach Joe Hawk. ".lostw.orth hit that
Xa\'ier's baseball team picked up base smack in the middle coming
.\ R FlT RR F'.\ r R l' \!OR CIRCl' L-\ l'l'.\(i around cmnpus that C'nnny their second win of the season last around to home plate.
\\'arn·n \1ill tran>frr fn1111 X:t\il'r lll':\t season has llll truth. ,\'forward on htst Friday by surprising a confident
The base umpire said that
,<·a,;,111',; fr,1sh l«.1111. \\'arn·n ,;aid. "l \I ill play her« ll<'Xt season , .. and 1
h·id
t·igged
up but the phte
Da\.'ton team. 4-2.
J OS t•"orth
11<'\<'f' l<lld an)<llle that I \las (definitely! transferring.''
n
'
'
'
The win came in the bottom of the umpire said he hadn't."
nw rumnr >lart~~f l\1" llllHllh> a.I!<' followinl!- tit~ Little Muskies' loss to mnt
· h •mnmg
·
wh en Ieft •fiie Ider Chr1's
The run was nullified and the game
()a) i11n. ~<J-i>.1. and !!r<' strong«r afta th« nwrtime loss to the Uniwrsit~· of Stenger shot a line drive over the left went into extra innings. Morehead
Cirt<:i ..iati fr,,,.h.
field fence onto Victory Parkway.
scored the leading run in the twelfth

plate, five men came to the plate
standing up.
One run was si;ored in the seventh
by Bob Petroski who pinch hit for
pitcher Larry Seman. Petroski was
called· safe on third because of an

Conny Mt that frosh coach Daw l.ynch "·as a little too harsh with the criti·
cism afHr the l"D loss, indicatini: that "I didn't put out." Lynch said he was
upsel, bu1 "I didn't think I directed" the scoldini: to Warren in particular. "It
"as our "·orst i:ame as a •~am,'' said Lynch. Nenrtheless, Conn)' bounced
back in the next i:ame - a ,·ictor~· o,·er Bellarmine - with 19 points and 14
rebounds.

hitti'ng for Tom Fahey and a double by
Stenger. Soriano and Stenger were left
on base at the end of the inning with the
score 7-4.

By DENN\' KING

•>

The game started slowly. Both
pitchers (Dale Mutryn and . Kevin
Long) looked confident and it wasn't
until the fourth inning that the game
really got started.
Dayton's left fielder. Tony Capute.
walked to first and then stole to second.
The next batter. theird baseman Bob
AFTER THE l'C GAl\I[, in which Warren missed a one-and-one bonus Burns. hit a fly ball to deep right field
tree 1hww wi1h seconds n:nmining wliich would haw won 1he game. he became which was caught by O'Brien.
morose. XU coaches - Lynch. George
Capute bolted to third base. An
Krajack and Bob Walson - heard that appeal was made that Capute had left
Conn.\· was thinkinn... of transferring. secon d too soon. p·1tcher D a Ie M utryn
so they each conferred with him. War- t h rew to secon d . an d c apute ma d e '·1
ren assured them this wasn't so.
home. The umpire denied the appeal
He did tell them.that after the UC and the Xavier squad was a little too
loss while in the dormitory with some embarrassed to beef.
friends. he may ha\'e said something
Xavier tied it up in the sixth inning
like. "Maybe it would be better for the with a run by Jack Streitmarter. Streitprogram if I transferred."
Conn~· Warren
marter hit a double and came in on a hit
by Don Jostworth.
Warren also says that, although he likes Lynch as a person, he felt pres·
When Streitmarter was rounding
sured by Dave's coaching technique. On the other hand, Krajack feels that
third
base. a throw from center field
Dave's demanding style was good for Conny, since he was not hounded in high
went over the head of third baseman
school.
Bob Burns and into the Xavier bench.
Lynch says he ha~ noticed "nothing but a good attitude'from Conny. If there
At the close of the sixth inning the
is something he didn't like then he must ha\'e kept it inside him." Thei'r relation·
score
was tied 1-1.
ship. says Lynch. has been warm e\·er since they met when Warren was a sopho·
Dayton came back again in the
more al Courier Tech. Ou1side of 1he basketball courl. Warren concurr.s with
seventh inning with a run by Bob
this statemen1.
Wilczynskj. The right-fielder made it to
third on a base ·hit by Mike Loffel and
waited until a pitch went past catcher
"I DIDN'T PUSH HIM as hard as I wanted too," says Lynch. Warren. himJohn Martino to make the leading run.
. self. is disappointed wilh his performance. despite respectable statisticsXavier's Bob_ Petroski tied things up
15 point a\'erage and 8.8 rebound a\'erage-and with the frosh record (8-7).
Lynch is more than disappoinled: "I'm downrighl embarrassed by the record." agaln'ln.•the ninth Inning;

• •

• • • •

Petroski got a sin1Ie, solte to second
Bringing both Lynch and Warren out of any stale of morosness is the acquiand brought in the tying run off
base,
sition of Roy Thompson. a fulure star for X. who is lhe second black man now
the bat of Bill Cunningham.
in the program. His signing. said the coaches. greatly interested Warren.
Cunningham wasn't on base loni when
The rumor that Thompson will enroll on academic probation Is alsu untrue, Ieft·fielder Chris Stenger, 1'nlshed
Watson assures. It was passed around that Thompson would be ell1lble to play things off with a home run and the final
·
onl)· against AAU opponents. "He will play in all the games," says Watson score of4·2.

.

~4~

The Dayton game saw the first
appearance
of pitcher Dale Mutryn.
Other high .schoolers who may come under the "whip" of Lynch next
year - a year ·of attonement Lynch feels - include several outstanding pros- Mutryn pitched a great game up until
pects who ha\'e narrowed there choices to two. three and four schools, with the seventh inning when he bagan to
Xa\·ier pitted against the likes of Duquesne. Louisville. Tulsa and Dayton. just tire. He was replaced by Kevin Pater in
the eighth inning, who, in turn, was
to name a few.
\ replaced in · the ninth by Don
•
Schwegman. Schwegman was credited
with the win.
THESE KIDS INCLUDE 6-9 John Von Lehman from Newport, Ky., Dan
It was a good finish for a team that
Murphy .. the second leading scorer in the city from Indian Hill, Henry White,
6-3 guard from Florida. Whitey Varga. from Mansfield St. Peter (Doug All's had just c_ome home with a heartschool). Bill Buntin, 6-8 forward from Louisville Male. the Ky. state champion. breaking defeat to Morehead of
..
Kentucky, 11-10, in twelve innings last
Bun1in is the brother of Gran\'ille. who had signed a Xavier letter of intent Thursday after a call by the plate
two years ago. but when it came time to sign the national letter. he disappeared. umpire nullified a winning run. The
He was later found playing ball for Tulsa under his former high school coach, umpire maintained that Don Jostworth •
who apparently worked out the deal with Tulsa. Granville is said to be unhappy had missed tagging up at. third before
at Tulsa. wishing that he had not been coerced away from Xavier. He has passed
this information on to his brother. There. is also a possibility Xavier will get a
junior college player.

• •

•

"We can either be coal miners or gold miners." said Krajack. We should
knO\\ which in a fe\1 weeks.

Football Signs 4 More
Four more high school football
have signed grants-in-aid to
Xa\ ier. football coach Dick Selcer

pla~ ers

announced Tuesday.
\I ike Dinkelacker of Elder. Charles
Hambrook of Chicago Hts.. Ill ..
Robert Stupica of 'Cle\'eland St.
lkndictine. and \-lark Ste\·en O'Brien
of \locller. are the signee>.
,
Stupica. 6-1. 195-pound guard. is a
cou>in of Dan Stupica who played fullback for the :viu,keteer> a decade ago
and i> currently an as>ist<int coach at
John Carroll Lnh·er>ity.
O'Brien, 6-2, 185-pound split end,
pla~ed fur the unbeaten Crusaders and
earned honorable mention in· the
Greater Cincinnati I.eague all-star
'~lection~ la~t fall.
· Hamhrook. 6 loot. 190-pound halfh;1ck. \I on ·ail-league. all-city and all,1ak hcinor' in focitball and honorable
mt.:nUfJn all-ltagut.: honor~ in ba~kctbull.

inningand won it 11-10.
Numerous errors in the outfield and
the failure of the five x u pitchers to
stop an assault of hitting led to the
Musketeers' seventh loss of the season,
to Thomas More, 7-4.
Thomas More got under way immediately with a run in the first inning by
first baseman Den Tabler. Tabler
walked' to first base, stole to second and
came in on a base hit by third baseman
Tom Schneider.
Tabler walked again in the third
inning, stole second when a pitch went
past John Martino. Tabler was left on
the base, however. when right fielder.
Tom Padget got the third out of the
inning.

obstruction and came in on a double bvJ
Graff.
In t he nm
· th J oscwor th go t a smg
· Ic
with· two outs and came home on a
single by Tony Soriano who was pinch

G0 )f T' ea m

Wins 3
SPECIAL TO THE NEWS
After a week of competition. the
Xavier golf team appears to have the
best shot at the winning record that has
so far eluded all of this year's M uskic
athletic squads.

Following last Friday's sweep of a
The first hit of the game for Xavier
didn't come until the bottom of the triangular with Dayton and Transylvania by the identical scores of 16-8. the
third.
X.U. golfers ran their record to 3-1.
John Martino doubled and made
With an assumed repeat win over firstthe tying run off base hits by Bill
match opponent Thomas More. the
Cunningham and Brad Graff.
Musketeers should have built a winning
· Thomas More made another bid in foundation as they move into the heart
tbe fourth inning. Third-baseman Tom of the 19-match schedule.
Schneider walked to first and made it to
The Dayton-Transylvania match
second on a sacrifice play by pitcher proved to be more important than the
Fred Geraci.
usual early-season warm-ups. The
Later in _that inning Joe Holmes
belted a ground ball out to left field.
Schneider bolted for the plate and was
caught by a great play by catche_r. John
Martino.
Xavier came back in the fifth inning
with a double by Cunningham and a
triple by Graff. Cunningham scored
leading run while Graff was left on
base, leaving the score at the bottom of
the fifth 2-r in favor of XU.

major development was that it avenged
the only loss of the season, to Dayton,
and marked Transylvania's first loss in
four starts .
With one exception, ·the Muskies
were also playing on their "home
course" at Royal Oak for the first time
this season.

The exception was Freshman Don
Roettker, who had practiced there the
day before and returned to shoot a 72
· The seventh inning was deadly for and take medalist honors.
XU. Thomas More had eight hits and
The first Dayton match was played
five runs. Three of the hits were
at Madden Golf Course, where the
doubles, two walks were allowed and Flyers eked out a 14-10 win.
although two plays'-were made at the
Xavier's undefeated Captain Bill
Lees was medalist with an even-par 72.
The opening match, April 6, was played
against Thomas. More at Summit Hills
C.C. in Fort Mitchell, Ky. The
/
Musketeers spent more time battling
the hail, freezing rain and wind than the
Colonels iA posting a lopsided 16!12-1!/i
.........
. victory.
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Bill Cunningham

Besides· the return match with
Thomas More on Monday, the
Muskies also will have played an away
match on Tuesday with Eastern.
Kentucky by press time. A home match
Friday with Bellarmine .will complete
this week's activity.

X-U Signs ''Blue Chipper''

Dinkelacker, 6-2, 174-pound wide
receiver and defensive safety, was ''.
named to the all-Southwestern Ohio all- .
star team as a defensive back as well as
winning all-Ohio honorable mention
honors on the Associated Press
selections.

·

He Is Roy Thompson.
Because of a "g~od sister" Xavier
. -Tovrney field goal record of 32,
came up with its first blue-chip prospect breaking the 24-year-old mark of 30 set
for its basketball program in Roy by Paul Romano of Clarksburgh Notre
Thompson.
Dame.
-Tourney scoring record of 81
Sister Harriet, Thompson's self
!ppointed guardian at Charleston points, breakln1 a 19-year-old mark set
Catholic in W. Va., kept Roy's mind on by Dick Mlller of Wheeling Central.

Gals Whip
Guys In Rifle

Xavier while Bob Watson, Xavier
Thompson live~ with his sister and
1ssistant, was in Vietnam last year. her husband but invariably lives.
'She kept him warm for us," says breathes and eats basketball and is
Watson.
forever to be found on the basketball

The newly-formed Xavier Girls' rifle
team whipped the XU Pershing Rifles.
872-805, in a challenge rifle match
Friday at the university rifle range.
The gals included Sue Ellis, Barb
Lynch, Mary Sommer and Vicki
Spencer. The guys included John
Zahurancik, Frank Bill, Gene Wright
and Mike Barbara.
·' ·

Roy Thompson . . ,
:, ' '

.

I

'...~;..

Watson first saw Thompson as a
;ophomore and knew then that the kid
1ad potential.
Thompson's three varsity seasons
1ave pro d uccd these accomplishments:
-Three state championships.
-Three times all-tourney.
;_Twice (as a· junior and senior)
most valuable player.
. \\'. \ . ·, ; .·~ ·
'
·

··.··. '·"···

-.~ ....... ·.~~

~

'·~

court.
Thompson, 6-3, 190 pound lefthanded guard-forward, had narrowed
his choices down to Duquesne, XU and
Fairr.1ont.
·
"This is a big shot in the arm for
us," says Krajack after landing
Thompson. "He h;1s more credentials
than :mybody I have· signed since I have
heenat Xavier."

····--·--------------~~-------------·-~·---- --·
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Brockh off'~ Bombers Win 3 Straight
Tennis Schedule
By GORDON SMITH
Tennis coach James Brockhoff led
the Musketeers to three straight
victories, defeating Dayton, 6-3:
Center, 6-3: and Georgetown (Ky.), 5-4
at home.
Al 2:30 today, on Xavier's courts.
lhe tennis team will play Transylvania
U. before starting on the road again.
After suffering from a badly
sprained ankle in his doubles match
against Dayton, Dick Felger has
recovered to ,,_turn to the net where he
will contest Transylvania.
Substituting for Dick, Bob
Harpenau, singles and doubles (shared
with Paul Falkner) my not have been
the victor, point-wise, but still his
performance was a pleasure to watch.
Bob's superior vigor made him the
superior victor: his opponents were, for
the most part, only .vassals to his
vengeance.
This weekend Xavier's John Heil
and Dennis Eaan have been invited to
play the Middletown (0.) Indoor
Invitational Regional Tournament.
Asling John what it takes to be a
champion, he said, "I believe one can
learn to play tennis in a year or less but it takes five years to make a Tennis
Player and ten years to make a

WinningA.ttitude
N eeded-Selce
By CHUCK QUINN
The Xavier football team opened
spring drills last Saturday afternoon at
Asman Park. Dick Selcer and his new
coaching staff hope to instill a winning
attitude in the Muskie footballers.
· After a rugged two and a half hour
session, Coach Selcer was pleased with
what he saw.
"Practice went great, they really
worked hard. It was a teaching day with
little amount of contact. Myself along
with the rest of the staff were very
pleased with what we saw."
As Selce1· pointed out It was •
fnchin1 day just like the remainder or
t-.e week will be. W'i! put In a basic
offensive and defensive char1e. We will
add little by little as practice aoes on."
The new coaching staff realizes its
been awhile since.XU has won and are
going to start with the small things first.
"They've got to learn every little
thing is important. They're n~t robots,
it'll take time but they have to learn. We
have to instill in them that first stride is
to do the little things, then the players
will progress, success will breed success.
If this can be created in the spring then
it can be carried ove.r into the fall.
Coach Selcer was also enthusiastic
with the players' attitudes. He
repeatedly remar.ked how eager the
players were to get started with spring
ball.
. "The attitude is tremendous; they
are enthusiastic, if they devote themselves to every detail they will be a
winning team. It will take time though.
Tomorrow will be the building block
for a winning season."
The annual spring game will be held
on May 16th. ft is still a month away.
The players will be playing their
hearts out trying to prove themselves to
a new group of coaches. The coaches
will be busy evaluating and reevaluating a new team. It will be hard
work for both sides.

Sailing Team 5th

Champion. The better one plays tennis,
the greater its rewards, whether he is
the champion of the world or just
champion of the particular city block
where he lives, is a big man in his own
world and carries added weight socially
and in every other way."
Dennis Egan, the team's powerhouse, said of tennis that "the greatest
benefit that tennis gives its follower .is
the means to keep· physically fit. It is a
game that can be played practically
from the cradle to the grave. King
Gustav of Sweden was still playing in
his late eighties."
DAVTON

Singles: John Heil (X) defeated Hill Jordan. 8-6,
6-2; Dennis Egan IX) defc,11ed Bill Krabhs, 6-1, 6-0;
Joe Kmmer (X) defcaled Mike Manganielo. 6-2. 60; Hill Marhews (X) defeated Greg Hass, 6-3, 6-4:
Larry Williams defeated Dick Felger (X}, 2-6: 6-4 62; Jim Hackell defcared Paul Falkner (X), 6-2. 6-0.
Doubles: Heil and Egan (X) defeared Krabbs
and Manganielo, 6-1, 12·10; Mathews and Kramer
(X)" defeated Jordan and Hackctl, 6-0, 6-2; Keith
Zimmerman and Ed Cleavenger defeated Hob
Harp<:nau and Dick Felger, 6-3. 6-4.

and Ellior. 6 I, 7-5; Kramer and Malhcws (X) .
· defearcd Jackson and Ha~tcr, 5-7, 6-3. 6-4; Paul
and Samuels defealed Falkner and Harpenau (X),
6-2, 6-2.
GEORGETOWN (Ky.)

Singles: John Heil (X} defeated Rick Denker, 62, 6-2; Dennis Egan (X) defeaied Mike Sherman, 61, 6-3; Joe Kramer (X) defcarcd Gary Srewarr. 6-2.

.1
~'

~

HudepoW

1-5; Hill Mathews (X) defeated Tom K1ce, b·t. "'"·
6-0; Tom Burgulis defeated Bob Harpenau (X). 6-2.
6-4; Paul Falkner (X) defeated Chip Norman, 6-2,
6-4. .
.
Doubles: heil and Egan (Xl defaulted !Heil
pulled a wrist muscle} to Denker and Sherman;
Stewart and Rice dcfeared Kramer and Mathews
(X), 1-6, 6-1, 6-2; and Hurgulis and Norman
·defeared Falkner and Harpenau (X}. 6·2. 6-4.

Transylvania ........................ April 15
At Dayton ............................ April40
At Marshall. .......................... April 43
Al Georgetown MKy.m .........•....... April48
At Louisville ......................... .April 49
Wilmington .......................... May I
Louisville ............................ May9
Al Wilmington ......................... May I I
Al Morehead .......................... May 14
At Transylvania ........................ May IJ
At Cedarviile .......................... May411

14-f( fhe rnosf

enjoyable fade
ih beet today I
Pure grain fla\lotfhat never quit~.

CENTER

Singles: John Heil (X) defeated Dick Jackson. 63, 7-5, 6-2; Dennis Egan (X) defeated Phil Maxon.
6-1, 6-4; Joe kramer (X) defeated Raoul Baxter, 61, 6-l, 6-4; John Paul defeated Bill Mathews (X). 46, 6·1, 6-0; Hob Elliot defeated Rob Harpenau, (X).
6-3, 6-2; Paul Falk.ncr (X) defeated Brooks
Landon, 3.f>, 6·1, 1-6.

@!!!69 THE l!UDEPDHL BREWING COMPANY.OF ~INC~~~_!I, 0.H!~
-==--~·-··
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Doubles: Heil and Egan (X) defeated Maxson

EXCLUSIVE SUMMER
SWIMMING POOL
OFFER·

THE
POL. SCIENCE
MAJOR SAID
DICTATORIALLY:

FACULTY AND'··· ...
SUMMER SCHOOL
STUDENTS OF
XAVIER UNIVERSITY·
UNDERGRADUATES
AND GRADUATES
WHILE AT SUMMER CLASSES,
ENJOY YOUR LEISURE TIME
BY JOl,NING THE

Manor House Apt. Pool

\

50,000 gallon filtered pool
• May thru September memberships.
• Open 7 days week, till dark.
•Own key and card.
.e Refreshments available.
• Lounge Chairs, tables for cards.
•·Picnic grill terrace
ONLY
$25.00-for 100 days-costs 25¢ a dayl
Conveniently located 2 minutes
adjoining XU campus at
3853 Ledgewood Drive. Call or See·
Mrs. Madlyn Grube or Dr .. Link
for applications.
Phones:· 731 -6505 - 731 -621 5
Memberships-No Guests!)
(Limited
,, ,,,.

DETROIT, Mich.-Xavier's sailing.
team finished fifth in Detroit University's sailing regatta last week. Ohio
Wesleyan won the meet and University
of Cincinnati finished seventh.
··I'_ _ _ _ _ _-__:_:...!._~;_---:----------------_,

---------...-------------------·-
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MILLER
MAKES IT RIGHT!··SEND US

YOUR
AD·VERBJAL
PUNS ABOUT
COLLEGE
MAJORS.

COLLEGE BOX 482
©MU.I.ER BREW. CO.
MILW., WIS: 53:.IOI
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authority. What is necessary now is for
the rest of us to make known our
genuine. needs and desires so that Fr.
Klein's worl.. may he as profitahle as it
now is promising.

Fr. Klein'Encouraging'

Persons who in recent years have
ceased to participate in liturgical
celebration at the Bellarmine Chapel.
preferring the inumate. more
personally satisfying celebrations in
pri\'ate chapels of residence halls may
now be more eager to · share in the
liturgies pro\'ided at Bellarmine.
Those 'who have abandoned
liturgical celebration as a part of their
religious li\'es hopefully will be
encouraged to participate now that Fr.
Klein has celcared himself most willing
to follow the wishes of the campus.
Clearly. there is reason for all of us
to hope.

Your Feet!
Dear Editor:
Finally I have found something
worth putting pen to paper and
shouting about. It was the .SPEAK
program for the week of April 6 on
Women.
I must confess I was surprised to
find that this particular SPEAK
program was going to be held right out
in the open in the Terrace Room.
Having gone to Xavier for three years. I
really expected to have to carry my
candle into some catacomb where we
would hear someone speak and respond
to those dirty words "equality for
women."

•

I

As a group, we may not be the most
physically appealing coeds in the city.
We may not be the most intelligent,
charming, or witty girls around town. I
think that most of us are willing to
admit that. On the other hand, we can't
be THAT hard to take. V,e just want
acceptance as PEOPLE. Allow us that
benefit, plus a chance to prove our
worth to the university.

Call
Mr. Marks
621-5330

·Editor:

Dear HG** (whoever you may be:
I read your bit of poetry with great
interest and, I · must admit, some
laughter. It was quite clever. I can only
say that I am sorry. This is not meant to

On behalf of the officers and members of the Clef Club, I want to thank
everyone that helped to make our
Spring C:oncert last ,Saturday night
such a: success. I especially want to
thank Rick Roberts and his behind-thescene crew who did a fantastic job with
the lighting and stage oper~tions.
·
Smcerely,
Bruce Curry

or diamond-set elegance.
. Whatever your choice
in wedding bands, the chances
are your selection will be an
ArtCarved. It's a matter of record
that, since 1850, more brides have
worn ArtCarved wedding bands than any
other. The reasons for generatiOns of preference
are readily apparent upon inspection of our new
ArtCarved rings. Painstaking craftsmanship
interprets designs of timeless beauty
to perfection. Each matched setwhether bold or plain will
be an eternal symbol of your
life-long devotion.

just because the temperature
has its ups and downs.
You can understand why
when you consider all the extra
trouble and extra expense that
go into brewing. Budit. For instance, Budweiser is the only
beer in America that's Beechwood Aged.
So ... it's absolutely okay
- -'to chill beer twice.
· Enough said. (Of
course, we have
a lot more to say
about Budweiser. But we'll
keep it on ice for now.)

A -ANGELICA SET

WEDDING

ART CARVED ENGAG.EMENT RINGS & WEDDING BANDS
BULOVA, ELGIN AND OMEGA WATCHES
STUDENT CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED

·N'?
o.

ZeffS
750SWIFTON SHOPPING CENTER, CINCINNATI, OHIO
731-1800

712 MADISON AVENUE, COVINGTON, KENTUCKY ·
261-7894

.,

8TH AND MONMOUTH. NEWPORT, KENTUCKY
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LIHllAL DISCOUNTS Of\I ALL MERCHANDISE FOR ALL
XAVIER STUDINTS AND FACULTY MEMBERS

(

APIHEIJSEll·BUSCH. IPIC. • SI LIJlllS • PIEWAl!K • LO!> ANGELE!\ • f AMPA • HOUSTON • COLUMBUS • JACKSOMVILU
r

RINGS

ArtCar1Jed wedding rings in l4K solid gold
are available from Ito to over lt511

(Hut you know that.)
,·

C-PALMA SET

E - BEAUMOUNT SET

~Carved

Budweiser. is the King of Beers.
•

B-ASPEN SET

D - ORLANDO SET

·------~

Yes?

·-~

PART TIME WORK
CINCINNATI OFFICE OF , LARGE · CORPORATION WILL HIRE SEVERAL STUDENTS EIGHTEEN . & OVER TO WORK
PART Tl.ME IN MARKETING & SALES
PROMOTION. AFTERNOONS,
EVENINGS
AND WEEK-ENDS.

Thanks!

View OJ Hg

Not that you'd want to. Sometimes it just happens ... like
after . a picnic, or when you
bring home a couple of cold
6-paks and forget to put 'em
in the refrigerator. Does rechilling goof up the taste or
flatten the. flavor?
Relax. You don't have
to worry.
A really
good beer like
Budweiser is just
as good when you chill it
twice. We're mighty glad about
that. We'd hate to think or'all
our effort going down the drain

~"·91···~

•cAH rooA v 241-2944

$75 PER WEEK SALARY OR INCENTIVE
fOR TWENTY HOUR WEEK.

Does it hurt
to chill beer twice?

'~1

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS - MEN 51'.UDENTS
$300.00 GUARANTEED FOR 11\~u~s.
PART-TIME WORK
ALSO SOME FULL·TIME OPENINGS

We do have a few great things going
Instead I walked into the Terrace for us. We feel that we can fit into the
Room each time and no one took down university life here because we enjoy
my name. I have been allowed to go to being a part of Xavier. We enjoy the
classes and my fellow classmates are atmosphere on campus and take pride
in the Xavier men. We'd match you
acting as if nothing happened.
All this is not to imply that I have with guys on any other campus in the
found sex prejudice universal on this state. We take pride in the fact that the
campus. There have been wonderful _ male majority has a great regard for
impartial - men in all areas of Xavier. genuine male friendship.
which inay mean that times will be
We aren't here to destroy that
changing.
atmosphere of friendship. We're glad
However 1 cannot get out of my when that. friendshi~ which you share
mind one discussion with a recent can be extended to include the female
graduate from Xavier. When asked if students of the university. Don't be ~o.
he thought a woman's place was in the· de~ensive! We're not.here to trap you kitchen, he replied horrified. "Why. no. we re here to learn with you.
Peach Brother.
if a woman wipes her feet, she should be
Peggy Griffin
allowed in the living room."
1-vehadadream.
Susan Wimmers

I would especially call attention to
Father Klein's statement and his
quesiion: "A genuine liturgy must grow
up from the Christian people
moderated by the wisdom of authority.
But can we look for the Christian
community at Xa,;ier University to
identify itself in terms of its worship?"
Only all of us at Xavier can answer that
question. Fr. Klein has revealed a great
willingness to provide· leadership. to
gi\'e to all of us the wisdom of hi•

On campus I have had an
opportunity to meet and speak with .
many fellows who feel resentful because
co-education was initially introduced at
Xavier. But. overall. I think that most
of the Muskies have been great to the
female students. Most of the guys are
friendly and warm. They treat us well
and on a fairly equal basis. The few
gross-outs that some of the girls have .,
experienced can never outweigh the ,
friendly gestures that have been (
extended to us.

Sincerely.
Thomas G. Sa\'age. S.J.

Edill,r:
During the past year we ha,·e all
read with interest the Faculty Column
in which ,·arious members of the Xa,·ier
faculty ha\'e expressed their ideas on
current topics. Last week's column by·
Re\'. Lel' Klein was. I felt. particularly
appropriate and encouraging.
Whether Bellarmine Chapel has
always ser\'ed de facto as the liturgical
center of Christian life on our campus is
a moot point. Many persons at Xavier.
myself included. ha\'e felt that for too
long a time there was merely a
pro\'ision of ser\'ice with little or no
effon made to ascertain the needs and
the desires of the community. Fr.
Klein's article cenainly is reassuring
that in the future he will be concerned
with establishing the chapel as the de
fac10 center for liturgical worship just
·as it has always been de jure.

he. an apology for coed "invasion" of
Xa\'ier: rather. rm sorry for you
hecause of. the perspecti\'e you have of
co-education at Xa\·ier.
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In His'··Own Write

.Pan Kane

Wom~n's Liberated Fronts
Well, this being the first column
that I have gotten together in a Jong . But the leaders of the Front would
time, there are many things o~ my disagree, for they would. probably claim
mind. And because I write the column t~at ev~ry ?urned bra is a step in the
right direction; and there are times, or
and you dont's I get to force my id
eas rather the re are cer.ta'm bra Iess women,
on you and not 'vice-versa.
•
that I would heartily agree with. But
Topic for Discussion: Women's does this prove anything? To me as a
Liberation Front. I.) Question: Why is man - No. And there's the sadness of
it called a front? or, What's behind the the whole situation.
front? (The answer hopefully will solve
another problem, that is, Js it really
.Now comes. t~e time to put aii my
what's up front that counts?). If it were ~h1losop~y tra,nmg .to work to delve
a club, it would be the' Women's mto the mner meanings of the whole
Liberated Club, but I guess that sounds ~truggle. The problem seems to be an.
too much like the Fenwick Club whi h mner personal one: that is, the women
'
c
e
f d ·
h ·
· d
·
ar_ .. , con use m t e1r mm s, which
·
can have nasty connotations.
.
.
results, at times, in utter chaos tainted
It apparently 1s organiz~d, at least with reverse reason, cf. Austin Fagothy.
ay~ou~ as appa rently organized as the (Oh, that that too, too sordid flesh
1pp1es were.< 1 wonder where they are would melt away . . . cf. W.
now?), despite the fact that their Shakespeare.)
problem concerns a large percentage of
The women had suddenly decided
the population of this country. Why
then has. it taken so long for these that they wanted to .compete> Now
people, these helpmates of man, these apparent!~ they have decided. that they
downtrodden and huddled masses, want to wm. As a man, I say, Why try?
these "WOMEN" to realize their true }t seems to me that the woman has such
position? Perhaps because they have power as she .never dreamed possible.
achieved it already? I'm not that old Not merely m her con~rol of t~e
fashioned or superior, but after seeing economy a~d the economizers, but 1,n
som·e of the leaders of this movement, I her power simply as WOMAN. Heres
am nmt sm sure that they aren't little the answer to the real problem at hand.
more than Phyllis Diller revisited, or Too many females are put out by the
Joan Rivers in the flesh. (Why does
Jacquelan Susann · hate Truman
Capote?)

private colleges today, with a fair
number of girls. But almost no
"Women." Why? Because girls who live
together tend to assume, or perhaps
presume would be better, the
personalities of the rest of the girls, so
that they all become one. Witness the
girl from some schbol down the road
who jumps out of your car at 12:30 to.
call her roommate to tell her she's
alright. Friendship is fine, but this
extreme is a bit extreme. Why carry the
relationships to such limits? The pat
answer, because they are women? Bull,
that doesn't hold anymore, right
Feminists? So where do you go? To
meetings, and you wave slips and you
burn your bras and you are Woman
Liberated. Right? Wrong, you are
Female Liberated, or Girl Liberated,
and, as far as I am concerned, there
could be nothing worse for the world
because there are enough females and
girls and not merely enough "Women". ·
So liberate yourself from liberating
groups and get into yourself and go for
a walk and get used to your bony knees,
or mousey hair, or unsightly skin
blemishes, or unresolved personality
problems and try to become a woman,
and not just one of the. "girls" or a
typical "female."

.,,..,_
G,,IW«ltatn~ 0--'
Downtowll-l21-IJ2D2

Lately woman has begun to
compete; we see it all over. Women are
trying for jobs that ·men have
traditionally held, and they are getting
them, mostly with the disapproval of
the men whom they have replaced.
So where does this leave· us? Well, it
leaves me, as a man, on the outside
looking in because I am not a woman,
and it leaves all the women gathering in
city squares, .burning their bras. But are
a handful of arsoned lifters and
separaters enough to gain for woman
the freedom which she so avidly seeks,
and the new place she so desperately
needs? A.s a man, I tend to doubt it.

hat?
St. Francis

XU Seniors Win
NSF Fellowships

a Hippie?

Three Xavier University seniors
majoring in Biology are included among
this years National Science Foundation
winners.
· These students and their area of
graduate specialization are: Joel J. Berberich (Psysicology), Eric J. Hilgeford
(Anatomy), Eric W. Volek (Botany).
Only 1,941 National Science Foundation Fellowships were awarded for
graduate study in the Sciences, Mathematics, and Engineering .for the year.
.

DON RUBERG, former Xavier Head Basketball
·and Head Baseball Coach also Frosh Basketball
Coa~h, Director of lntramµrals and Instructor in
the physical education dept., wants you to join
his College Master Team.

you

In almost three years on th; campus Don has
placed 4-% million dollars worth of life insurar:ice
with over 450 Xavier men. See Don on the campus
or. call 441-8343 for information. See why Xavier
men are joining the College Master Plan for the
college man.

the
clillrch
the
worId

ATTENTION
GRADUATING· SENIORS

DON RUBERG
Fidelity Union ·Life Insurance Co.
3333 Vi·ne Street
Room 704

I 1ought my Soul,
•
but my 1oul I co11/1ln't 1ee.

I •ought my God
but my God eluded me.
I sought my 8rotl1er
and I found All THREE.

.. ----····-

St. Francis was not ~atisfied with the establishment 700 years ago and set out to follow
in the footsteps of another man who wanted
us to love one another .•.
If you would like to find out how you can ''do
your own thing'' fill in this coupon for more
information.
Franciscan Vocation Office
Post Office Box 1983
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501
I would like to find out more about how I can "do my
own thins" as a Franciscan priest or brother.

Garrison, Maryland 2105~

... ~

St. Francis wanted to "do his own thing" and
go around doing good, living a life of poverty,
and telling everyone, especially the poor, the
Good News-the Gospel.

tact me.

The Trinitarians

~

But when St. Francis began
his Order he was rather anti·
establishment.

If you are interested iQ pursuing a lucrative
career in life insurance, please feel free to con-

need a better tomorrow.
Help us - in lifting
man ... even high enough
to touch God.

-- ...

Not exactly.

..

Name ~------------·-----~-~
Address

City
State
Phone No. - - - - - - - - A s e - - - Vear - - -
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"Race of Century" To Help
County Home For Retarded
.-\n •'l'Cnt that start•·d as a lm:al the Ohi:l Ril'Cr, where a water show.
radill pers<>nality's "pu1-<1n" is to rock hands. and other entertainment
heo:omc an ao:mality: the "Race of the will he pro\'ided hcginning at 11 :00 a.m.
Century" hetween the Anderson Ferry The ferry hoat race will start promptly
and the '.lie\\ Ril'hmond F..rry will he at I :05 p.m. Tickets will go on sale
h•·ld Sunday . .-\pril 2ti. for th•· h•·ncfit of March 25 at o\'er 1200 locations
the Resid.·nt lfomc for the :l.fcntally throughout Southwest Ohio. SouthRetarded ,,f Hamilton County. Inc.
eastern Indiana. and Northern KenCaptain Rid1ard Kollmeyer of the . t~cky wherehy a citizen may "?ack"
Anderson Fern· (dcsiimatcd the "Red either hoat. or hoth. Holders of ttckets
B,1at") and Captain F~cd Taylor of the on_ the winning hoat will qualify ~or
'.\icw Richmond Ferry (designated the prizes headed .hy a 1~7.0 ~utomob1le.
"Blue Boat") h:l\·c confirmed that their whole-house air cond111on111g system
hoats arc hcing outfitted to carry one and color telc\'ision in a drawing to be
hundred passengers each who will he held immediately following the race. "Patrons" 11f the cwnt. Patron's
Chairman is \Ir. Harry E. Knodel.
Chairman of the Board of KnodelTygrett Co ... J250 Spring Grn\·e A\·cnuc
(telephone 5.t2-.'J00).
Thousands of spectators arc expeeled to gather at Schmidt Landing on

Coordinating the event for the Resident Home is Thomas J. Lippert. Vice
Chairman, who says all proceeds will be
used to support the Home's expanding
residential and developmental programs for retarded children headquartered at 3030 West Ford Road.

Fr. Savage Begins
Homily Series

On April 14th Rev. Thomas G.
Savage. S.J.. Chairman of Xavier's
Greg Cook and Bob Trumpy of the English Department. hegan a series
Cincinnati Bengals arc helping to pro- of Sunday homilies on the theme of
Secular
Humanism."
mote the event. and meetings have "Jesus and
Father
Savage
regularly
celebrates
already hcen held with students at the
Uni\·crsity of Cincinnati. Xavier Univcr- the 11: 15 Mass on Sundays at Bellarsity, Edgecliff- and Mt. St. Joseph mine Chapel. The schedule of the
remaining homilies is as follows:
Colleges.
Fourth Sunday of Easter MApril 19m
Scripture Readings:
Acts 414; 36-41
I Peter 440-45
John 101-10
Homily: "Jesus: A Good Shepherd
or A Good Guru"
· Fifth Sunday of Easter MApril 46m
Scripture Readings:
Acts 61-7
I Peter 44-9
John 141-14
Homily: "Jesus Never Sang 'The
Star-Spangled Banner."'
Sixth Sunday of Easter M May 3m
Scripture Readings:
Acts 85-8; 14-17
I Peter 315-18
John 1415-41
Homily: "Jesus and Holden Caul-,
field: Catchers in the Rye"

Representatlns from Cincinnati area colle1es volunteerln1 their support Seventh Sunday of Easter MMay IOm
for the "Race of the Century" between the Anderson and New Richmond Ferries
Scripture Readings: ·
to benefit the Resident Home for the Mentally Retarded are, I. to r., Tom
Acts 114-14
Humes, University of Cincinnati; Kathleen Darnall, Mt. St. Joseph; John .
1.feter 413-16
Lyons, WL W helicopter producer who is coordinating the campus effort; and
John 171-11
Linda Moorman, Xavier t:nh·ersity. Not present for the picture were Sandy
Homily: "Jesus and Ecology: It's
Lottman and Stephanie. Ondash, Edgecliff.
Blowin' In the Wind"

And wherever you find a congenial crowd, you'll
find Coca-Cola. For Coca-Cola has the refreshing taste you never get tired of. That's why things

go better with C o . o k e , after Coke.

Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by:
The Coca·Cola Bottling Works Company, Cincinnati

Two new Chevelles at
two new lower prices.
Cheve/le 4-Door Sedan

$148*1ess

$147*1ess

than our previous lowest priced hardtop.
Now It's America's .lowest prlc~d ml~·slze hardtop.
We took America's best selling midsize car. Then, added two new lower
priced models, including a Sport.Coupe
that's priced less' than any other mid-size
hardtop you can buy. ·
'
Still, they both have Chevelle's smart
new grille for 1970. And Chevelle's newly
styled Body by Fisher. And Chevelle's
Full Coil suspension with custom fitted
springs at each wheel. And Chevelle's

. wide-stance chassis design, side-guard
beams in the doors, cargo-g!lard luggage
compartment, bias belted ply tires.
Lower priced they are, by as much as
$148. But lower priced looking and feeling they aren't. ,
Which will get us no love notes from
the compeHtion. But maybe it will
from you.
Puttln1 you first, keeps us first.

•Based on manufucturcr's sug•
retail prkes, including
fcderat excise tax uml suggested
dealer new car preparation
chur11es,
~es1cd
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